
Cold Chain Logistics
Delivery solutions that preserve your product

Protecting the product to protect  
the patient
You need to ship time and temperature-sensitive samples 
and products, and you need a reliable partner who under-
stands your needs and delivers solutions. It is important  
for you to ensure that your products are not damaged, lost 
or spoiled during transport, that they arrive when you need 
them, with visibility into tracking, and confirmation that the 
right custody transfer is in place. Further, your patients are  
depending on you. Airgas Healthcare has a logistics shipping 
solution that can meet all of your needs and understands  
the criticality of your products as well as your business.

AirgasHealthcare.com

•  Get peace of mind because your 
products are preserved safely during 
shipping

•  Improve visibility and transparency 
with package tracking and custody 
transfer information

•  Benefit from expertise that ensures 
regulatory requirements are met



Protecting the product to protect the patient
Airgas Healthcare offers a comprehensive cold chain logistics solution with managed services to accommodate 
pharmaceutical-controlled temperature shipments, both locally and globally.

Cold Chain Logistics
Delivery solutions that preserve your product

Additional products and services
Gas handling equipment to safely deliver medical gases

Support and installation for complete piping systems  
that comply with NFPA 99 code

Supply chain solutions to help simplify inventory  
management including online ordering and invoicing

Safety products and PPE to protect you and your patients

Over 1400+ locations backed by one of the largest  
truck fleets in the industry

A network of specialists with expertise in healthcare and 
gas delivery to help you safely handle your gas supply

Email us at airgashealthcare@airgas.com to learn more about cold chain logistics 
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Gel Packs, PCMs
+2°C to +8°C
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Global  
Transportation 
Network

Cold Chain 
Logistics 
Expertise

Worldwide transport network  
including complex geographies
Ship anywhere in the world

Cryogenic to ambient temperature 
controlled solutions

Track  
and Trace

Regulatory 
Compliance

Real time monitoring of temperature, 
humidity and pressure
GPS tracking

ISO 9001, GxP, MHRA, FDA, GDP
Transport codes: IATA, ADR
Anti-corruption chart, RSE

Product/ 
Sample  
Classification

Time  
Sensitivity

Biological substances:
   Cat. A (UN2814, UN2900)
   Cat. B (UN3373)
Dangerous and hazardous goods

24/7 service
Door-to-door distribution
Flexibility and operational process

Cold chain  
solutions that  
exceed your  

needs




